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MISSOURI LTAP PROGRAM UPDATE
We wanted to take a minute to let you know about a few
updates. As you know, last year we had to change the name of
the Road Scholar Program to the MO-LTAP Scholars Program
due to a trademark issue. Even though we had followed the lead
of other LTAP centers in naming the program back in 2008, we
were directed by our university legal counsel to enact a name
change. We appreciate everyone’s understanding in the matter
and continued support and involvement in the program.
We are excited to report that we updated the course content in
several of our classes. These include Basic Communication Skills,
Confined Space Entry, Equipment Operation & Safety, Pavement
Evaluation & Rating, and Sign Retroreflectivity Guidelines &
Inspection Workshop. We will continue to update courses to
ensure that all content is current. In addition, we are exploring
some new topics that have been suggested by local agencies. By
this fall, we plan to offer classes on violence in the workplace
and drug and alcohol abuse in the workplace.
We also decided to modify the names for some classes to better
reflect the course content and appeal more to the agencies we
serve. Some changes were also prompted by updates in course
content. Following is a complete list of name changes:

NEW COURSE NAME

PREVIOUS COURSE NAME

Basic Construction Math

Basic Math Skills

Chip Seal Best Practices

Chip Seal/Asphalt 101

Coaching Your Workplace
Team

Supervisory Communication
Skills

Pavement Evaluation &
Rating

Preventive Pavement
Maintenance

Reading Construction
Documents

Construction Documents
101: Reading Blueprints &
Deciphering Specs

Responding to Floods,
Tornadoes, and Other
Natural Disasters

Emergency Management for
Public Works Officials

Show-Me the Money:
Finding Funding for Local
Projects

Grant Writing

Worker Safety Basics

Workplace & Job Site Safety

Work Zone Safety for Law
Workplace & Job Site Safety
Enforcement
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MEANS FOSTERING RELATIONSHIPS

6| COST-SHARE IS A HELPFUL TOOL, BUT NOT
A SOLUTION TO CURRENT CRISIS
8| HARD HAT

10| PREPARING FOR INCLEMENT WEATHER

12| WEATHER WOES GIVE EMPLOYERS
MUCH TO THINK ABOUT
13| NATIONAL CENTER LAUNCHES
RURAL ROAD SAFETY WEBSITE
AND ANNOUNCES FIRST TRAINING

Letter from the Director
Hello everyone!
I want to kick-off the first newsletter of the New Year by letting everyone know what is new for
2016. Hopefully you saw the information on the front page of this newsletter about training
updates. We are pleased to offer updated course content for several of our classes. These include
Basic Communication Skills, Confined Space Entry, Equipment Operation & Safety, Pavement
Evaluation & Rating, and the Sign Retroreflectivity Guidelines & Inspection Workshop.
Throughout the year, we will be updating other classes to include Defensive Driving, Defensive
Driving for Law Enforcement, Snow & Ice Control, and Comprehensive Winter Planning. We
always try to ensure that our training is as current as possible. From time to time, it is necessary to
reformat classes slightly to be sure that the most relevant and useful material is covered. If you or
your employees have not attended a class on a particular topic in the past year or two, now would
be a perfect time to refresh your knowledge and brush-up on the most up-to-date information available.
I am also excited to report on the continued growth of the MO-LTAP Scholars Program. Several new Level I graduates as
well as a few Level II graduates were recognized at awards ceremonies throughout 2015. The ceremonies included the City of
Kennett on February 3, the City of Springfield on May 21, the Missouri Intergovernmental Risk Management Association
(MIRMA) conference on July 30, the Missouri Association of County Transportation Officials (MACTO) conference on
October 27, the City of Sunset Hills on December 18, and most recently the City of Kirkwood on January 25, 2016. There
were several other agencies that had individuals complete Level I, who chose to do in-house ceremonies. There are now 243
Level I graduates and 6 Level II graduates.
In addition to our classes, we are looking forward to opportunities this year to share training at other events. We have been
asked to present at the APWA Spring conference in Branson on April 25. Linda Webb will be presenting on the PASER
manual for pavement assessment from 10:20 – 11:10 a.m. and work zone safety in urban areas from 11:10 a.m. – 12:00
p.m. I will also be attending as an exhibitor, so please plan to stop by the LTAP booth and check out our latest technology
transfer information as well as pick up some of our many useful giveaways. We are delighted to be attending the conference
and are excited to be conducting two training sessions. We are also going to help host bridge training in late 2016. The
Short Span Steel Bridge Alliance (SSSBA) is providing complimentary educational on-site workshops through LTAP Centers
across the country. The workshop will provide practical information on the safe and cost-effective design, detail, fabrication,
and installation of short span steel bridges (under 140 feet). It will include information on standardized designs developed
by the bridge industry with input from the National Association of County Engineers (NACE) and the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA). The workshop is being planned by a small committee chaired by Derin Campbell, Chief Engineer
for Boone County and South Central VP of NACE. We are planning to hold the workshop around the Columbia area in
November. Please watch for upcoming information as plans are finalized.
All of us at Missouri LTAP look forward to a productive year and will continue to work hard to meet the needs of local
agencies by providing the best and most up-to-date training and resources possible. Please let us know if there is a training
you would like to see in your area. Always remember we are only an email or phone call away to provide training or
resources to your agency.
Best wishes,

Heath Pickerill
Director, Missouri LTAP
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HISTORIC BRIDGE
Available for adaptive reuse:

Historic Bridge 1390003, carrying Liberty Road
over the North Fork Lost Creek, 1.8 miles east of Fairport
in Dekalb County, Missouri will be available for adaptive
reuse at a new location later this year. It is being offered to
potential recipients who must agree to move the structure,
preserve the bridge and features which make it historic, and
assume all legal and financial responsibilities. The recipient
will become the new owner and will be responsible for any
and all demolition and relocation costs. Dekalb County will
no longer be responsible for the bridge. If the bridge (or parts
thereof ) is transferred to another party, deed covenants may
require the new owner to re- erect and maintain the bridge in
accordance with established standards for historic bridges.

DESCRIPTION:
Built in 1894, Dekalb County Bridge 1390003, consists of
a steel, three-panel, pin-connected, Pratt half-hip pony truss
with laced ends; steel stringer approach spans at east end. The

main steel span is 60 feet long, and the total bridge length is
76 feet. It is supported on reinforced concrete abutments,
wing walls, timber deck and steel pile bent pier (braced with
angles). The roadway width is 11’-10” feet curb-to-curb.
According to The 1996 Missouri Historic Bridge Inventory,
thousands of half-hip trusses were erected across the state in
the late 19th century and early 20th century. It is considered
to be eligible for inclusion to the National Register under
Criterion C in the area of Engineering. Replacement of this
bridge is considered an "adverse effect" and will require a
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) stipulating mitigation.
DEADLINE:
Any interested parties must respond by April 18, 2016.
CONTACT:
Shannon Howe or Beth Moots at Howe Company,
LLC at 660-395-4693 or beth@howecompany.com for
project information.
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PREPARING

FOR AN EMERGENCY MEANS
FOSTERING RELATIONSHIPS

Jeanne M. Jensen, P.E., Management Assistant | Water Utilities Division, City of Tempe, Arizona

It is often said that “knowing is half the battle,” and

rarely is that more true than when it comes to handling an
emergency operation at the municipal or higher level. As
the economy has retracted and expanded, each department
carries the mantra to do-more-with-less and it is rare that we
have the time to go much beyond the daily tasks and projects
that keep us busy to connect with our fellow departments.
However, when it comes time to respond to those extraordinary
events that cross departmental lines, knowing our resources,
our colleagues and our capacities could save precious time,
improve response, and reduce waste. The challenge for us is
to encourage and foster the relationships and understandings
between asynchronous departments so that when we are called
to serve we can do so in a uniform and intentional capacity.
A lack of understanding when it comes to functional capability
can lead to the mis-allocated resources and inefficiencies of
response that are easily avoidable. When it comes to emergency
response, the best planners in the world cannot work without
a full accounting of the resources at hand. In order to help
provide a better cross-agency knowledge and understanding,
this article serves as a high-level discussion of plug-in
opportunities to better integrate all first responder capabilities
to serve the needs of the public.
The largest first response departments in most municipal
operations are police, fire, and public works, but it is
uncommon to have much interaction between these
operations outside of large-scale response events. Creating
opportunities to cross-train and develop personal connections
can help build those communication networks that will
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come in handy when you need to activate your Emergency
Operations Center and get to work. Much of this comes from
shifting the paradigm of first response being limited to police
and fire with public works simply bringing the trash bins and
street sweepers to the aftermath.
Though there are many ways to bring the parties to the table
the reality is that without building and communicating
value to all involved parties, there is unlikely to be much
depth to the relationships. Some ways to help build mutual
understanding is through cross training. Many public works
employees require specialized training through programs such
as OSHA HAZWOPER, HAZMAT, confined space entry, etc.
and these opportunities to share training helps build personal
and professional relationships in a genuine environment that
encourages the exchange of information and ideas. When
possible, the lesser-known department, typically public works,
should be leading these events through becoming certified
trainers, hosting refresher courses, and sharing workplace
examples of applying the principles conveyed.
Additionally, in the field training and exercises can utilize
common facilities such as wastewater or water treatment
facilities, solid waste collection sites, recycling centers, major
industrial facilities, etc. and should have mixed teams of police,
fire, and public works employees. The natural tendency to
flock to what is familiar should be prevented and teams should
be per-selected or drawn to help encourage intermixing of
employee groups. Training at existing city facilities can also
help in training other departments about what the public
works department does, or can do, to support or lead in

emergency events. These sites are ideal for conducting confined
space entry training, recovery and reconnaissance, etc. because
they are already on the home turf of one of the departments,
providing insight and deeper understanding of the capacities of
the facilities and the staff therein.
The obvious place to bring these groups together is during
the tabletop exercises many communities frame to practice
emergency response strategies and scenarios in their emergency
operations centers. One of the challenges tends to be that
public works finds themselves seated at the logistics table
and cannot readily weigh in for the other areas such as
planning or operations where their expertise may be better
suited. A properly developed tabletop exercise will challenge
interdepartmental communication and should provide
momentum into post-exercise hot-wash discussions that
invigorate a mutual desire to better understand the other
players in the tabletop.
Planning a tabletop exercise can be extremely daunting and
the first reaction of many communities is to simply copy the
scenarios used by other groups; but a scenario with unrealistic
injects will quickly cause participants to disconnect, lose
interest, and check out. In order to really drive a tabletop that
highlights potential areas to improve, communication should
focus on a realistic, encompassing event that has a sufficient
timeline to exceed the standard response mechanisms of the
community. A major water main break, a dangerous fouralarm fire, or a terrorist event may seem a good baseline event
but these may not engage all the departments in a team-based
approach. Larger-scale and longer duration events are more
likely to engage each area’s specialty and force some creative
teamwork so scenarios involving regionalized flooding, longterm power outages with associated social order challenges, or
loss of major infrastructure due to criminal activity are ideal.
After framing the larger scenario, tailored injects can be used
to route discussions or engage groups dynamically through
the event. Instead of preplanning the entire scenario, use
this opportunity to turn the event into a “choose your own

adventure”-style discussion. If the teams lead with a fire
department response, throw out an inject that engages police;
if police have stretched many of their resources to one area of
the scenario, consider an inject that moves crowd control to
public works and requires communication during the situation.
Though the goal of a tabletop exercise should not be to
needlessly fluster participants, a little excitement to keep heart
rates up makes the event more memorable and more likely
to carry real changes forward in how your departments come
together to solve community problems.
It can be tempting for departments to silo their work areas and
only begrudgingly share resources and intelligence even within
a single agency or city and this tendency should be redirected
into a communal energy that acknowledges and values each
area’s strengths and abilities and makes the whole greater than
the sum of its parts. Freeing up time and budget as available to
bring departments together in both the structured, formalized
setting of a tabletop exercise and the more informal training
scenarios will help foster those one-on-one relationships that
could really change the tide of a situation in practice.
Taking the time to personally acknowledge the value of each
individual and department will bring the agency together.
Conducting regular events that bring disparate resources
together and careful management of inter-agency events
will grow and foster relationships that extend beyond a late
night shared in the emergency operations center. This sense
of camaraderie and joint-focus can save resources and efforts
which results in a better outcome for the communities we
have been called to serve. Acknowledging and respecting
our differences, capacities, and dedication gives the
multifarious departments a solid foundation for working
together. Opportunities to leverage expertise both vertically
and laterally within the organization create a respect and
understanding that day-to-day operations cannot achieve in
our modern lean approach.
Jeanne M. Jensen can be reached at (480) 350-2847 or jeanne_jensen@tempe.gov.
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After the storm:
FLOOD CLEANUP SAFETY
Amy I. Terry | Marketing, Outreach and Publications Manager, Kentucky LTAP

Severe weather rolled through the Bluegrass

during the month of July 2015. The torrential
downpours triggered flash flood warnings across
the state. Many people know basic safety when
it comes to severe weather: take shelter, move to
higher ground, and don’t drive or walk into flooded
areas. After the storm has passed, additional safety
measures are necessary when dealing with floodwater
and flood cleanup.
When floods occur, debris and downed trees can block
public roads and damage power lines. Workers cannot
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see what is under the surface of the water to know the
exact danger that is present in the area. In addition,
there is a level of danger associated with operating
electrical equipment that is used to assist in cleanup.
Flooding disrupts water purification and can overflow
waste sites causing contamination. The contaminated
floodwater can cause illness in workers who come in
contact with it.
Floodwater often contains infectious organisms such
as E. coli, Salmonella, and tetanus. Most cases of illness
associated with flood conditions are brought about

by ingesting contaminated food or water. However,
tetanus can be transmitted from contaminated soil or
water entering broken areas of the skin.
Floodwaters may also be contaminated by agricultural
or industrial chemicals or by hazardous agents present
at flooded hazardous waste sites. Flood
cleanup crew members who must work near
flooded industrial sites may be exposed to
chemically contaminated floodwater.

bottled water, water that has been boiled for at least 10
minutes, or chemically disinfected water. As a safety
measure, anyone working in a flooded area should be
sure their tetanus shot is current. A tetanus vaccination
may be needed if it has been five years or more since
the individual’s last tetanus shot.

Pools of standing or stagnant water
become breeding grounds for mosquitoes,
increasing the risk of West Nile virus or
other mosquito-borne diseases. Local
wildlife may migrate to populated regions
to escape the flooded areas. This increase
in wildlife increases the risk of diseases
caused by animal bites as well as diseases
carried by fleas and ticks.
“High water situations add additional
dangers. During recent storms, one of
our highway crew team members went
to exit his truck on the mainline and was
close to stepping on a copperhead snake,”
said Allen Ravenscraft, Safety Officer for
KDOH District 9. “We continually stress safety
awareness while out in the field working.”
HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF
If water has been present anywhere near electrical
circuits and electrical equipment, turn off the power at
the main breaker or fuse on the service panel. Never
enter flooded areas or touch electrical equipment if the
ground is wet.
It is most important to maintain good hygiene while
working in a flooded area. Wash your hands with soap
and clean, running water, especially before breaks and
at the end of a shift. Workers should assume that any
water in flooded or surrounding areas is not safe unless
the local or state authorities have declared it to be safe.
If no safe water supply is available for washing, use

Cleanup workers may need to wear chemical resistant
clothing if hazardous chemical contamination is
suspected in a flood area. Workers will need plastic
or rubber gloves, goggles and watertight boots.
Depending on the situation, additional safety
equipment may be necessary such as a hard hat or
hearing protection devices.
Finally, decrease the risk of mosquito and other
insect bites or stings by wearing long-sleeved shirts,
long pants and by using insect repellents. Should
a worker suffer an animal bite, seek immediate
medical attention.
The danger of a flood does not end when the rains
cease. Cleanup crews must work together and look out
for one another to ensure safety.
Missouri LTAP Newsletter
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THE CHALLENGE

Disaster sites pose a multitude of health and safety
concerns. The hazards and exposures are a function of
the unstable nature of the site, the potential of hazardous
substances being present and the type of work being
performed. An accurate assessment of all hazards may not
be possible because they may not be immediately obvious
or identifiable. Rescue personnel may be selecting protective
measures based on limited information. In addition to the
hazards of direct exposure, workers are also subject to
dangers posed by the unstable physical environment, the
stress of working in protective clothing, and the emotional
trauma of the situation.

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF A WORK PLAN
Develop and periodically re-examine and update
work plan as new information about site conditions is
obtained.
Review available information, including:
Any previous site records
Waste inventory
Initial qualitative sampling and monitoring
Site photos
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Develop work objectives.
Determine methods for accomplishing the objectives:
e.g., inventory, search and rescue, recovery, disposal,
record keeping.
Determine personnel requirements.
Determine the need for additional personnel.
Determine equipment requirements.
Determine appropriate work-rest cycles as the event
devolves from rescue to remediation work phases

SITE SAFETY CHECKLIST
Assign key personnel and alternates responsible for site
safety.
Describe risks associated with each operation conducted.
Confirm that personnel are adequately trained to perform
jobs.
Assign key person to handle volunteers.
Describe the protective clothing and equipment to be
worn by personnel during site operations.

Describe site-specific medical surveillance requirements.
Describe needed air monitoring, personnel monitoring,
and environmental sampling.
Describe actions to be taken to mitigate existing hazards
(e.g., containment) to make work environment less
hazardous.
Define site control measures (e.g., secure the area) and
include a site map.
Establish decontamination procedures for personnel and
equipment.
Establish site access and exit control requirements.
Establish site food, water, shelter, and sanitation
requirements.

P O T E N T I A L H AZ A R D S A N D

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
HAZARD 1:
Massive piles of construction and other types of debris,
unstable work surfaces.
RISKS:
Traumatic injuries, including serious fall injuries, from slips trips
and falls or collapsing materials.
GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS:
Ensure that surfaces are stable as possible.
Use alternative methods, such as bucket trucks, to access
work surfaces that are unstable.
Ensure scaffolding is erected on a stable surface; anchor
scaffolding to a structure capable of withstanding the lateral
forces generated.

Establish site electrical safety requirements.

Ensure that workers have a full array of PPE, including safety
shoes with slip resistant soles, cut-resistant gloves, eye
protection, and hard hats.

Perform Exit Interviews/Surveys regarding adverse
health outcomes and exposures during the response.

Ensure that workers use fall protection equipment with
lifelines tied off to suitable anchorage points, including
bucket trucks, whenever possible.

Identify those responders who should receive medical
referral and possible enrollment into a long term medical
surveillance program, based on concerning exposures, or
signs/symptoms of physical or emotional ill health.

FIELD TEAM LEADER CHECKLIST
Select a Field team leader who will:

Insure volunteer information is obtained: name, address,
phone, and social security number of workers for followup.
Enforce site control.
Oversee in the on-site rapid training of volunteers on
safety, Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), hazards,
emergency procedures.
Enforce the buddy system.
Notify site safety officer or supervisor of unsafe
conditions.

HAZARD 2:
Excessive Noise
RISKS
Communication and temporary hearing loss.
GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS:
Use hearing protection devices whenever noisy equipment
(e.g., saws, earth-moving equipment, Hurst tools) is used.
This will prevent temporary hearing loss that can interfere
when listening for cries, moans, and other sounds from
victims buried in the rubble.
HAZARD 3
Work with numerous types of heavy equipment, including
cranes, bucket trucks, skid-steer loaders, etc.
Risks: Traumatic injury, including serious and fatal injuries, due
to failure or improper use of equipment, or workers being
struck by moving equipment.
GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS:
Train workers to operate equipment correctly and safely.
Ensure operators are aware of the activities around them
to protect workers on foot from being struck by moving
equipment.
Ensure operators do not exceed the load capacity of cranes
and other lifting equipment.
Ensure that workers do not walk under or through areas
where cranes and other heavy equipment are being used to
lift objects.
Ensure that workers do not climb onto or ride loads being
lifted or moved.
Ensure operators do not exceed site speed limits and obey
traffic lane safety when travel on and exiting the site.
For more hazards visit
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/emres/emhaz.html
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PREPARING FO
SEVERE THUNDERSTORMS

Tornado and lightning thunderstorms accompanied by
lightning are frequent occurrences in Missouri during the
spring and summer months. Thunderstorms may occur
singly, in clusters, or in lines. Some of the most severe
thunderstorms occur when a single thunderstorm affects
one location for an extended time. Thunderstorms typically
produce heavy rain for 30 minutes to an hour. Warm,
humid conditions are highly favorable for thunderstorm
development. About 10 percent of thunderstorms are
classified as severe—one that produces hail at least threequarters of an inch in diameter, has winds of 58 miles per
hour or higher, or produces a tornado.
Lightning often strikes outside of heavy rain and may occur
as far as 10 miles away from any rainfall. "Heat lightning"
is actually lightning from a thunderstorm too far away for
thunder to be heard. However, the storm may be moving
in your direction. Most lightning deaths and injuries occur
when people are caught outdoors in the summer months
during the afternoon and evening. Your chances of being
struck by lightning are estimated to be 1 in 600,000, but
can be reduced even further by following safety precautions.
Lightning strike victims carry no electrical charge and should
be attended to immediately.
Familiarize yourself with these terms to help identify
a thunderstorm hazard:
Severe Thunderstorm Watches are issued to tell you when
and where severe thunderstorms are likely to occur.
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Severe Thunderstorm Warnings are issued when severe
weather has been reported by spotters or indicated by radar.
Warnings indicate imminent danger to life and property to
those in the path of the storm.
Preparedness tips before a thunderstorm
Create a plan for you and your family in the event of a
thunderstorm—at home, at work and at relatives’ or friends’
homes that you visit frequently. Always be alert to changing
weather conditions.

FLOODS

Floods are a common hazard in Missouri. Flood effects can be
local, impacting a neighborhood or community, or very large,
affecting entire river basins and multiple states. And there are
major differences between flash floods and those that develop
slowly—over a period of days and even weeks.
As the name indicates, flash floods can develop quickly,
sometimes in just a few minutes and without any visible signs
of rain. Flash floods often have a dangerous wall of roaring
water that carries rocks, mud, and other debris and can sweep
away most things in their paths. Overland flooding occurs
outside a defined river or stream, such as when a levee is
breached, and, while slower developing, is destructive and
potentially deadly. Flooding can also occur when a dam
breaks, producing effects similar to flash floods.
Be aware of flood hazards no matter where you live, but
especially if you live in a low-lying area, near water or
downstream from a dam. Even very small streams, gullies,

R Inclement
creeks, culverts, dry streambeds, or low-lying ground that
appears harmless in dry weather can flood and become
potentially dangerous.

Familiarize yourself with the terms used to identify
flood hazards:

Weather

Flood Watch means flooding is possible. Tune in to
NOAA Weather Radio, commercial radio, or television for
information.
Flash Flood Watch means flash flooding is possible. Be
prepared to move to higher ground; listen to NOAA Weather
Radio, commercial radio, or television for information.
Flood Warning means flooding is occurring or will occur
soon; if advised to evacuate, do so immediately.
Flash Flood Warning means flash flood is occurring; seek
higher ground on foot immediately.
Preparedness tips before a flood
Create a plan for where you and your family will go
in the event of a flood. Always be alert to changing
weather conditions:

TORNADOES

A tornado appears as a rotating, funnel-shaped cloud that
extends from a thunderstorm to the ground with whirling
winds that can reach 300 miles per hour. Damage paths
can be in excess of one mile wide and 50 miles long. Some
tornadoes are clearly visible, while rain or nearby low-hanging
clouds obscure others. Occasionally, tornadoes develop so
rapidly that little, if any, advance warning is possible.
Before a tornado hits, the wind may die down and the air may
become very still. A cloud of debris can mark the location of
a tornado even if a funnel is not visible. Tornadoes generally
occur near the trailing edge of a thunderstorm. It is not
uncommon to see clear, sunlit skies behind a tornado.
Familiarize yourself with the terms used to identify
tornado hazards:
Tornado Watch means tornadoes are possible. Remain
alert for approaching storms. Watch the sky and stay tuned
to NOAA Weather Radio, commercial radio, or television
for information.

Tornado Warning means a tornado has been sighted or
indicated by weather radar. Take shelter immediately.
Preparedness tips before a tornado
If you see a funnel cloud nearby, take shelter immediately (see
the following section for instructions on sheltering). However,
if you spot a tornado that is far away, help alert others to the
hazard by reporting it to the newsroom of a local radio or TV
station before taking shelter as described later. Use common
sense and exercise caution: if you believe that you might be in
danger, seek shelter immediately.
The key to surviving a tornado and reducing the risk of injury
lies in planning, preparing, and practicing what you and your
family will do if a tornado strikes. Flying debris causes most
deaths and injuries during a tornado. Although there is no
completely safe place during a tornado, some locations are
much safer than others.
General Tips
If there is no basement, go to the center of an interior room
on the lowest level (such as a closet or interior hallway) away
from corners, windows, doors, and outside walls. Put as many
walls as possible between you and the outside. Get under a
sturdy table and use your arms to protect your head and neck.
Do not open windows.
For more information on preparation visit http://sema.dps.
mo.gov/
Missouri LTAP Newsletter
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ZONE

EMPLOYEE WORK

WEATHER WOES GIVE
EMPLOYERS MUCH TO THINK ABOUT
November 6, 2015 at 5:00 am by: Tammy Binford | HR Hero Line weekly e-zine from HRhero.com

Natural disasters wreak havoc on all facets
of a community. The death toll from fire, flood, wind, snow,
and ice is the most obvious concern, but the property damage
that can leave people homeless or dealing with serious damage
causes problems long after the initial storm passes.
Employers, too, have to deal with loss, damage, and distracted
or absent employees. Recent floods in South Carolina and
Texas have taken a toll on businesses there. As employers
deal with recent storms and look ahead to winter weather
challenges, a look at how to respond to weather disasters can
help businesses prepare for emergencies.
It doesn’t take a storm on the scale of Hurricane Katrina,
which wracked the Gulf Coast in August 2005, or Hurricane
Sandy that pummeled the Northeast in October 2012, to
interrupt employers’ operations. But a look back to advice
coming out of those mega-storms can help employers
deal with the isolated tornadoes, floods, wildfires, or lesser
adversities that can cause long-term setbacks.
“Your plan for responding to and recovering from a crisis
must take into account the effect it will have on your workers
and the ways you can help them become productive again,
even in the face of personal loss,” the September 2005
Louisiana Employment Law Letter advised employers in the
wake of Hurricane Katrina. The newsletter also offered these
tips for coping with catastrophes.
For more information on what employers can do to cope with
catastrophes, go to http://bit.ly/1PsLniN

MISSOURI CONCRETE
CONFERENCE 2016
MAY 3-4 | ROLLA, MO
HAVENER CENTER
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2016

SPRING
CONFERENCE

APRIL 24 - 26 | BRANSON, MO
BRANSON CONVENTION CENTER

National Center Launches Rural Road Safety
Website and Announces First Training
Date: September 16, 2015

The National Center for Rural Road Safety (Safety Center)
launched its website this week, which offers a variety of
resources for transportation professionals working to make
travel safer on our nation’s rural roads. (http://ruralsafetycenter.
org/). Visitors can also use the website to sign up for the
Safety Center’s first training or join the distribution list for
newsletters and updates.
“We’re excited to make safety-related trainings, guidance
documents and other instructive materials available to
transportation agencies across the country,” said Director
Steve Albert, “we think it will be especially useful for
transportation professionals in agencies with limited resources
for personnel training or conference travel.”
The website is designed to put the latest information on
critical road safety issues all in one easily accessible place.
For practitioners who need to get up to speed on a particular
issue, the Rural Road Safety Topics section provides an
introduction and background information on topics ranging
from distracted driving to engineering innovations to incident
management strategies.
In the Training and Education section, website users can
find updates on upcoming in-person trainings created by the
Safety Center or offered by other organizations. Distance
training opportunities, such as webinars, will also be
highlighted. Registration is also open for the Safety Center’s
first online training, which will provide an overview of what
the Center has to offer (http://ruralsafetycenter.org/trainingeducation/safety-center-trainings/).

The Center will continue to add to the resources on the
website in the coming weeks. “We’re working closely with
transportation agencies to find out what types of resources
they will be looking for on the website,” said Jaime Eidswick,
Safety Center Manager; “in the process, we’re also finding out
about the great work they are doing themselves, which gives
us the chance to showcase it in our Noteworthy Practices
section. The website gives all of us in the transportation
community a chance to share and learn from each other, so
that we can put safety advancements to work on our roads
more quickly.”
Website visitors are encouraged to return on a regular basis
to see added resources and new features. For example,
the website will be adding a resource library with a search
function that will allow users to filter resources by subject
categories, format type, or date.
Users can also learn about website updates, upcoming events
and other news by joining the Safety Center’s distribution
list. If you are interested in following the Safety Center
and receiving updates from us, please join our distribution
list at http://ruralsafetycenter.org/about-our-center/contactus/ and follow us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/
ruralroadsafety?fref=ts.
For more information, go to the website (http://ruralsafetycenter.org/), or
contact the Safety Center Manager at info@ruralsafetycenter.org
The National Center for Rural Road Safety (Safety Center) opened in December
2014. Funded by the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) Office of
Safety, this Center of Excellence is focused on enhancing safety on rural road by
supporting local, state, and tribal road owners and their stakeholders.

YOUR TRUSTED “SAFETY SIDEKICK” TO MAKE RURAL ROAD TRAVEL SAFER!
The National Center for Rural Road Safety opened in December 2014. Funded by the
Federal Highway Administration, this Center of Excellence is focused on enhancing safety
on rural roads by supporting local, state and tribal road owners and their stakeholders.
Resources include education, training, tools, and technicial assistance.
To learn more about the National Center for Rural Road Safety,
visit their website ruralsafetycenter.org
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ABOUT LTAP
LTAP is composed of a national network of

centers - one in every state, Puerto Rico and
regional centers serving tribal governments.
The LTAP centers enable local counties,
parishes, townships, cities and towns to
improve their roads and bridges by supplying
them with:
•
•
•
•
•

a variety of training programs
an information clearinghouse
new and existing technology updates
personalized technical assistance
newsletters

MISSOURI LTAP AMBASSADORS
Northwest
Darby Logan

St. Louis
Russell Klein

Northeast
Ronald Watts

Southeast
Elquin Auala

Kansas City
Marsela Ward

Southwest
Chad Zickefoose
Julie Zibert

Central
Jenni Jones

MISSOURI LTAP ADVISORY
COMMITTEE

Through the core services, LTAP centers
provide access to training and information
that may not have otherwise been accessible.
Centers are able to provide local road
departments with:

Larry Benz, Director

• work force development services
• resources to enhance safety
and security
• solutions to environmental, congestion,
capacity and other issues
• technical publications
• training videos and materials

Scott Bowles, RD&T Coordinator

Contact Information

Mike Geisel, Director

Missouri LTAP
710 University Drive, Suite 121
Rolla, MO 65409
Phone: 1.866.MO-ROADS
Fax: 1.573.341.7245
Email: moltap@mst.edu
Website: www.moltap.org

Missouri LTAP Staff
Heath Pickerill
Director

Kristi Barr
Program Coordinator
Doreen Harkins
Administrative Assistant
Brandon Lile
Undergraduate Student Assistant

Publication Information

Cole County Public Works

Patrick Bonnot, Loss Control and
Member Services Director
MIRMA

Tony DeLong, County Council Coordinator
University of Missouri Extension

Batina Dodge

Scotland County Clerk
City of Chesterfield Public Works

Dan Hausman, Commissioner
Buchanan County

Dan Jessen, Street Operations Supervisor
City of Springfield Public Works

Sean McGonigle, Risk Manager
Missouri Association of Counties
John P. Miller, Traffic Safety Engineer
MoDOT

Bonnie Prigge, Executive Director

Institute of Transportation Engineers
ITE’s Online Learning Gateway offers
transportation professionals the opportunity
to earn professional development hours
and to gain current, relevant training. ITE’s
online courses are primarily geared toward
transportation practitioners, designers and
planners. Costs vary and are reduced for ITE
members. Courses are available online at
any time.
ITE’s courses cover pedestrian facility design,
capacity and safety analysis at signalized
intersections, site impact analysis and traffic
signal needs determinations.
Contact: www.ite.org/education/olg.asp

Dan Ross, Executive Director
Missouri Municipal League

Greg Sager, Director

Platte County Public Works

Bill Stone, Research Administrator
MoDOT

The Fine Print

Safety & Mobility Engineer
FHWA Missouri Division
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Web-Based Training
• Administrative Record #142062
Web-Conference Training
• Implementation of LRFD Geotechnical
Design for Bridge Foundations #132083
Instructor-Led Training
• An Overview of the Railroad-Highway
Grade Crossing Improvement Program
#38097
• Introductions to Federal-Aid Right of
Way (ROW) Requirements for Local
Public Agencies (LPAs) #141050
Contact: www.nhi.fhwa.dot.org

Meramec Regional Planning Commission

BFA, Inc.
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National Highway Institute

FHWA Missouri Division

Printing
Missouri University of Science
and Technology Printing Services
Missouri LTAP Quarterly is published by
the Missouri LTAP office located on the
campus of Missouri University of Science
and Technology. The opinions, findings
and recommendations expressed in this
newsletter are not necessarily those of
Missouri S&T, MoDOT or the Federal
Highway Administration.

ONLINE TRAINING RESOURCES

Wes Theissen, Business Developer
Marc Thornsberry,

Kenny Voss, Local Programs Administrator
MoDOT

Randy White, Executive Director
Pioneer Trails Regional Planning Commission

Skip Wilson, Senior Engineering Technician
PSBA, Inc.

Consortium for ITS Training & Education

CITE provides more than 30 online courses
providing advanced transportation training for
transportation technicians and professionals.
CITE also offers online certificate programs
in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
Project Management, ITS Systems and Traffic
Engineering & Operations.
Topics Include:
• Systems Engineering
• Corridor Management
• Deploying ITS
• Intermodalism
• Telecommunications Technology
• Road Safety Audits
• Traffic Signals Traffic Flow Theory
Contact: www.citeconsortium.org

FAX BACK FORM
M issouri LTAP F ax N umber : 573.341.7245
Agency:

Address:
City/State:
Fax:

Email:
Please check your affiliation:

City

State

Federal

University

Other

Please select all that apply:
Add me to your mailing list

Remove me from your mailing list

Correct my information as indicated above
Library Checkout Form: Publications, Videos & CDs
Just list the item(s) you wish to borrow below, fill out the
information above and fax the page to us. It’s that easy!

REGISTRATION FOR CLASSES
To register for a training course, please fill out the information above, indicate
which class you would like below and attach a list of all attendees. Fill out a separate
form for each class you would like to attend and fax all pages to Missouri LTAP.

Course Date:
Course Name:

Level I
$40/person
8:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Supervisory Tract
(Level III)
$75/person
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Lunch is included

Zip:

Phone:

www.moltap.org

Level II
$50/person
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Lunch is included

Today’s Date:
Name:

Please visit our website for
other training courses:

For non-government or
for-profit organizations, call
1.866.MOROADS for rates

A ttendance P olicy
The Missouri LTAP staff would
like to remind all agencies
registering for classes that it is
important to sign-up before the
registration deadline to allow us
time to plan for course materials,
refreshments, etc. It is equally
important that you let us know at
least 48 hours before the class if
some of your employees will not
be attending. Please note that you
will be charged for any no-shows;
therefore, it is very important
that you let us know at least 48
hours before. This policy was
approved by our Missouri LTAP
Advisory Board and ensures that
we have an accurate count for
class attendance. Thank you and
we look forward to meeting your
training needs.

Course Location:

Need training but don’t

Attendees: (Name & Title)

have the budget to pay
for travel expenses?

We can train your employees
on location for a minimum of
20 people. You can invite other
interested agencies in your area
if necessary to meet the
minimum. Call and discuss your
training needs with our staff.
Call Us to Find Out More!

NON PROFIT
U.S. POSTAGE
PAID
PERMIT NO. 170
ROLLA, MO

710 University Drive, Suite 121
Rolla, MO 65409

MISSOURI STATE SAVINGS SURPLUS

MODOT SAVINGS SURPLUS

MISSOURI STATE AGENCY FOR
SURPLUS PROPERTY

MAKE YOUR DOLLARS GO
FURTHER WITH MODOT
SURPLUS PURCHASING!

Check out the thousands of items
in stock at MOSASP!
2846 Highway 179 . Jefferson City, MO 65109
888-295-7796 (Toll free) . 573-751-3415

For information about the program, visit:
www.oa.mo.gov/purch/surplus.html
Eligibility requirements can be found under
“Read about the Program”

Prices, mileage, condition, and purchasing
instructions can be viewed online:
www.modot.mo.gov/business/surplus
NO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
AT THIS TIME

MODOT COOPERATIVE
PROCUREMENT PROGRAM

REALTY FOR SALE

Become part of the joint purchasing program
with MoDOT to purchase procurement items at
MoDOT’s rates. Contact us to receive a Coop
packet on how you can become a partner.

The Missouri Department of Transportation is
responsible for managing realty assets owned
by the Missouri Highways and Transportation
Commission. Realty assets are periodically
reviewed to determine if they are essential to
current operations, or are expected to be in the
near future. When realty assets are no longer
essential to operations, they may be made
available for sale to the public.

Call 573-341-7200 | Email: kristib@mst.edu
Website: www.moltap.org.

Use our Fax Back Form to check out any
of these materials. The normal check
out time is two (2) weeks. If you have
further questions or would like to inquire
about other library items, please contact
Kristi Barr at 573.341.7200 or by
email at kristib@mst.edu

NUMBER BLOCKS

on the

Horizon

VISIT:
http://www6.modot.mo.gov/
PropertyForSale

12
14

National Distracted Driving Awareness Month | April
2016 Lifesavers Conference | Long Beach, CA April 3 - 4
5th Annual Safe Routes to School Conference | Columbus, OH April 5 - 7
National Work Zone Safety Week | April 11 - 15
2016 APWA Spring Conference | Branson, MO April 24 - 26
2016 NACE Conference | Tacoma, WA April 24 - 28
Motorcycle Safety Awareness Month | May
Missouri Concrete Conference - MS&T | Rolla, MO May 3 - 4
National Public Works Week | May 15 - 21
North American Snow Conference | Hartford, CT May 22 - 25
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1. Try to fill in the missing numbers.
2. The missing numbers are integers between 0 and 10.
3. The numbers in each row add up to totals to
the right.
4. The numbers in each column add up to the totals
along the bottom.
5. The diagonal lines also add up the totals to
the right.

